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Improved Apparatus for Taking Gravity Measure ments at Sea on Board an Ordinary Vessel.
By Chuji TSUBOI.
Earthquake Research Institute, Tokyo Imperial University.
(Comm. by T. TERADA, M.LA., Dec. 12, 1934.) In the former communication,1) I described a new apparatus for taking gravity measurements at sea on board an ordinary vessel and reportedthe results of preliminary measurementsobtained on board the " Aoi-maru " (1,500 tons)during a short voyage which was made across Sagami Bay for the purpose of testing the feasibility of the new apparatus.
Although the results obtained were as a whole satisfactory and fulfilled expectations, I found that several improvements should be made on the apparatus to get still better results.
Accordingly an improved apparatus has been newly constructed of which Fig. 1 is a photograph. First of all, every part of the apparatus was made much robuster than the former one, especially the stands to support the frame that carries the pendulum case. They were made in the form as shown in Fig. 1 and are cast of aluminium. At the top of the stands are provided hardened steel blocks onwhich the knife-edges fixed to the frame is to oscillate.
The second and theoretically more important improvement was the one that was made on the device fordamping the free oscillation of the frame which is inevitably excited by irregular currents of the air surrounding the apparatus or by other residual causes.
In the Meinesz apparatus to take gravity measurements in a submerged submarine, the damping of the free oscillation of the pendulum case is effected bymeans of an ordinary oil damper which is placed on the floor of the submarine and into which a blade is immersed from the pendulum case.
I cannot support this arrangement becausethe pitching and rolling of the submarine, small as they are, produce, through the damper, moments of force to incline the pendulum case beyond the allowable limit.
In this respect, the oil " damper " in the Meinesz apparatus is sometimes rather an " exciter " instead of a "damper."
In my new apparatus, the damping is effected by means of two ringformed dampers that are full of viscousoil and fixed to the frame with their centres at the height of the rotation axis of the frame. The viscosity of oil to be used mustbe neither too large nor too small, for no efficient damping will take place in either case. There is therefore an optimum viscosity of oil for which the damping is maximum and which can be determined by the following calculations. Let in Fig. 2 the dissipation of energy in the liquid during one cycle of oscillation is proportional to
